FRAGRANCES
Most people, when asked to give a Greensky product the
“smell test,” report a mildly pleasant scent with no
identifiable fragrance at all—which is exactly what we
hope to hear. Our goal is always to achieve a
predominantly neutral presentation. At the same time, we
want our serums and creams to have a pleasant first smell
experience. Sometimes, that means masking ingredients
like tea tree oil and organic alcohol that would otherwise
lend a medicinal smell to a product.
A quality skin care product doesn’t have to smell bad to be
healthy! Depending on its makeup, adding a small amount
of natural fragrance may benefit a product’s overall
presentation and the enjoyment derived from using it.
GreenSky does not add synthetic fragrances to any of its
products.
For Mature Skin:
Lumina Serum
Lumina’s delightfully subtle and completely natural
fragrance is derived from its rose flower water and natural
citrus extracts.
Oasis Facial Moisturizer

Oasis benefits from a touch of genuine rose otto oil from
Bulgaria, which imbues the cream with a very light scent
of freshly cut roses.
Argana Body Oil
Argana has an overall neutral presentation, as a body oil
should, with just a touch of genuine jasmine absolute
sambac from India to lend it a faint sultry quality.
Jasmine absolute sambac is considered the most
masculine of fragrant oils, with a deep, sultry scent void of
the flowery quality of other varieties. It’s interesting to
note that it takes 8,000 hand-picked blossoms to produce
a single gram of it (about 1 milliliter), which is why it’s so
dear (more than twice the cost of CBD).
Gage Serum and Gage Moisturizer for Men:
Both contain a touch of pure sandalwood oil to lend them
a very subtle “woodsy” scent that men will especially like.
KlearSkin Serum and KlearSkin Moisturizer:
Both have an overall neutral presentation with a hint of
eucalyptus from their organic tea tree oil.
Azure Serum and Azure Moisturizer (zero CBD):
Both have a mostly neutral fragrance with a hint of garden
herbs owing to a touch of organic lavender oil.

